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The NewThink on High-Control
Management: Set Boundaries Instead

by David Stauffer

A MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES GO, this one is a current classic. Your
company, Happy Peanut Inc., has embarked on a new strategy, arid has
recruited employees from other organizations to help achieve it. Happy
Peanut will augment its core wholesale business with higher-margin

"value-added" operations, such as the processing and packaging of peanut butter for
retailers, and the creation and marketing of a high-end Happy Peanut Butter brand.

Now, forthe challenge: It's those new recruits. The folks from Gourmet Legume do
have needed experience with value-added peanut butter brands. But they are, well,
different. Happy Peanut, for example, works through formal reporting and review.
The imports from Gourmet Legume are accustomed to working in subteams that
carry a fair amount of responsibility. The managers at Happy Peanut never know
quite what to expect from the new recruits, who themselves wonder aloud (and
often) why things are done the way they are: The resulting tension is devolving into
a horror-film scenario we might call "The Creature from Another Culture."

What's the Happy Peanut manager who supervises a Legumer to do? He or she can:

(a) Insist that the Gourmet Legumers pursue the objectives for which they are
responsible in strict, to-the-letter adherence to Happy Peanut procedures.

(b) Let the Gourmet Legumers operate as they did in their previous culture.
(c) Get rid of the imports, and bring in new people from a different company

whose culture is more similar to Happy Peanut's.
(d) None of the above.
(e) Some of the above; i.e., accommodate Happy Peanut's need to oversee and

manage its resources, strategy, and goals, at the same time giving the Gourmet
Legumers room to meet their assigned objectives.

The answer is (e), and the management problem it addresses is universal: How
much should a manager seek control, and how much should he be willing to let go?
In an age of scarce resources and empowered employees, effective managers must
get the relationship between control and delegation just right.

The kind of managerial control that works best requires a manager to continually
involve herself with her employees, but in a way that is both loose and tight. The
effective. manager's stance with workers is "loose" in that he or she gives up micro-
managing: telling people what to do and how to do it. And it is "tight" because the
manager seeks to achieve control not by giving directives, but by setting clear
boundaries and goals.
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Setting Boundaries ...
Exchanging all control
for new control
The concept of setting boundaries
holds increasing fascination for man-
agement experts. Harvard Business
School Professor Robert Simons dis-
cussed boundary setting in his 1994
book Levers of Control. He wrote the
book to address the "problem [of] how
to exercise control in organizations
that demand flexibility, innovation,
and creativity." In an interview with
New York Newsday the following year
Simons observed, "This whole idea of
setting boundaries is one of the most
simple management techniques, but
it's one of the most profound."

In a 1995 Harvard Business Review
article drawn from his book, Simons
noted that, in "the machine-like
bureaucracies of the 1950s and
1960s," boundaries were rigid and
confining. "In that era, managers told
employees how to do their jobs and
monitored them constantly." That
won't work "in organizations operat-
ing in dynamic and highly competitive
markets," Simons says. "Today's man-
agers must permit employees to
initiate process improvements and
new ways ofresponding to customers'
needs-but in a controlled way."

How boundary setting works
"I believe you have to give up control
to get control," agrees In Search of
Excellence co-author Robert H.
Waterman, who has also written What
America Does Right and now heads
the Waterman Group in San Mateo,
California. "You give up control in the
traditional, narrow sense and get con-
trol in a way that has the manager
define boundaries around a rather
large solution space. This broad
approach means that managers estab-
lish the financial controls, the ethical
controls, the corporate culture, and so
forth. They define a perimeter by figu-
ratively putting stakes in the ground.
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"Workers operate within that perime-
ter, where there might be a thousand
ways of getting the job done. Which
way it gets done doesn't really matter,
as long as it stays within the bound-
aries," Waterman says.

Effective managers, says Simons, find
a variety of appropriate ways to exer-
cise control. "In small organizations,
managers do this informally. While
eating or traveling together, they com-
municate core values and missions,
the rules of the game, and current tar-
gets-and they learn about significant
changes. As companies become
larger. .. the guiding principles of
communication and control are every
bit as important."

He cites Nordstrom as an example
of an organization that has struck a
balance between empowerment and
control. Nordstrom allows salespeople
"the freedom and motivation to tailor
their service to each customer's needs.
To unleash this type of potential,
senior managers must give up control
over many kinds of decisions and
allow employees at lower levels of the
organization to act independently."

Simons stresses, however, that "these
issues around empowerment, around
innovation, must never be interpreted
as giving someone a blank check.
There are certain risks that are intoler-
able." Automatic Data Processing Inc.
(ADP) manages the risks by clearly
defining them. Managers at ADP, says
Simons, do "an exceptionally good
job of communicating from the top of
the organization to the bottom the
kind of business opportunities that
they don't want people to dabble
with." With a widely promulgated
hands-off list, ADP senior managers
"say to people, 'Don't play with that
stuff."

Others make clear that, while "letting
go" may feel frightening, setting
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Setting Boundaries ...
boundaries is wholly different
from letting go. In his 1994 book
Networking Smart: How to Build
Relationships for Personal and
Organizational Success, University
of Chicago business school professor
Wayne E. Baker discusses Dana
Corporation, which understands that
empowerment "doesn't mean any-
thing goes." The company "avoids
the word 'autonomous' because it
implies free rein. Dana employees
don't set strategy, but they have a
zreat deal of latitude in their arenase

of responsibility."

Not everyone born and bred in the
command-and-control system can
adapt to the new way of doing things,
Waterman says. "My very rough rule
of iliumb, not confmned by sampling,
is that 20% to 25% of managers are
hard-core adherents to the tight control
methods and can't be changed. Among
technicians, the percentage is roughly
the same; some workers don't want the
responsibility and don't take it."

As to whether managers who are
able to adapt do so enthusiastically,
Waterman allows that "you'll get
some grumbling about a system that
suazests mothering workers ratheree

than giving them a kick in the butt.
But once managers see the system
working for them, most of them enjoy
it. It makes their lives so much easier."
At AES, a power company Waterman
helped found 15 years ago as an oper-
ating laboratory for the principles
he and other management gurus
espoused, everyone knows "that you
and your co-workers have authority
to range across formerly narrow
boundaries, and that when you see
a problem or an opportunity you can
fix it or seize it."

How and when to set
managerial boundaries
Now that you have been exposed to
the new think on the optimal exercise
of control, here are some tips and
reminders that will help you set
boundaries:

N

Remember that saying "you're
empowered" doesn't make it so.
Understand the difference between
controlling and managing. For an
account of how one CEO learned the
difference, see thomas Teal's book
First Person, and his article "The
Human Side of Management" in
Harvard Business Review. Both
include the story of Ralph Stayer,
CEO of Johnsonville Sausage. Early
in Stayer's effort to give Johnsonville
workers control of how they get their
work done, Teal recounts, the CEO
was "so deeply in love with his own
control that he held onto it in ways
that he was not even conscious of. By
giving advice to every subordinate
who asked him for help in addressing
a problem, he continued to run the
company and own the problems."
Then he "began to suppress his own
need for control. He fired the one or
two direct reports [who were unable
to change] and stopped attending
[production] meetings. Instead, he
studied the arts of coaching, teaching,
and facilitating."

Don't abdicate.
"Abdicators fail because they let
go but don't take control," says
Networking Smart author Baker.
"They don't establish clear goals,
shared values, or empowering mecha-
nisms." Those mechanisms, he adds,
include changes in basic work
processes, reorganization into teams,
and reeducation and skills training.

Delegate by first choosing the
responsibilities you wish to keep,
rather than those you want to
pass along.
In the transformation of the Brazilian
firm Semco from controlling to dele-
gatory, First Person author Teal says
that the company's owner, Ricardo
Semler, approached the delegation of
responsibilities in reverse. "Instead of
choosing a few responsibilities he
could delegate, he picked out a hand-
ful of responsibilities that had to
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remain his own-contracts, strategy,
alliances, the authority to make
changes in the style of company
management-and gave away every-
thing else."

Don't underestimate people.
According to Purdue University pro-
fessor and training consultant Joan
Chesterton, the managers most likely
to succeed in the future are those who
overcome false assumptions about
hourly workers. "They aren't less
talented or perceptive than managers,
they aren't motivated only by pay,
and they want to feel they are a part of
the organization's efforts to succeed.
Managers can't tap these qualities
unless they improve communication
with workers, respect most workers'
desire to learn and grow in their jobs,
and provide opportunities to actually
use their brains."

Expect failures.
The experts agree that mistakes
will inevitably occur when control
is handed to those who previously
worked without it. "Today, when you
ask people to take more risks ... you
have to allow for [someone] to trip,"
says Levers of Control author Simons.
"We cannot always be right, we can-
not always guess correctly which way
to go. So there has to be slack in the
system to understand, tolerate. and in
some ways encourage some amount of
failure-which is an indication that
people are trying."

The uncertainty that switching from a
directive to a boundary-setting man-
agement style brings about can be
difficult for some organizations and
individual managers to tolerate. (Isn't
letting workers take more control of
their work tantamount to letting the
inmates run the asylum") Some man-
asers=-and otherwise very good
e .

managers-will be unable to exercise
control of workers in a way that
makes life comfortable for everyone
concerned. And some very good
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Setting Boundaries ...
workers will neither want nor accept
the responsibility that comes with
more control in their own jobs.

If the grand claims of the experts are
correct, managers who hang tough
through the period of adjustment that
follows giving up control in order to
get it may find the results worthwhile.
Executives at Semco and AES say that
unit performance improves markedly
when traditional means of controlling
workers are appropriately relaxed or
passed to the workers themselves.
They also say that giving workers
more say in the way they do their jobs
puts productivity on a rocket ride,
with typical increases of 15% to 30%.

These gains may not be realized
through techniques managers grew up
thinking were necessary. But they do
indicate the potential for enhanced
performance. And whether through
looseness, tightness, setting bound-
aries, or giving up control, that's more
power to the organization. II!

If you want to learn more ...
First Person: Tales of Management
Courage and Tenacity by Thomas Teal
(\ 995, Harvard Business School Press,
S19.95,268 pp., Tel. 800-988-0886 or
617-496-1449)

'The Human Side of Management"
by Thomas Teal (Harvard Business
Review, November-December 1996,
Tel. 800-988-0886 or 617-496-1449)

Levers of Control: HO\l" Managers Use
Innovative Control Systems to Drive
Strategic Renewal by Robert Simons
(\ 994, Harvard Business School Press,
S19.95, 240 pp., Tel. 800-988-0886 or
617-496-1449)

"Control in an Age of Empowerment" by
Robert Simons (Harvard Business Review,
March-April 1995, Tel. 800-988-0886 or
617-496-1449)

What America Does Right: Learning from
Companies That Put People First by Robert
H. Waterman (1994, w.w. Norton, $23.00,
302 pp., Tel. 800-233-4830 or
717-346-2029)
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unconventional wisdom

The Hidden Costs of Too
Much Control

by David Stauffer

WHILE CURRENT
management science

holds that empowered
workers are happy work-

ers, a widening collection of studies
suggests that empowerment may con-
tribute to productivity, health, and
savings in medical costs. Research sug-
gests that those who have some degree
of control over their jobs are on aver-
age healthier than workers who have
little or no control over their work.

The most startling conclusions about
health and work were announced this
past summer by researchers in Great
Britain. They tracked nearly 7,400
men and women in London civil-ser-
vice jobs for an average of more than
five years. The researchers found that
those in low-grade positions who exer-
cised little control over their responsi-
bilities were at a 50% higher risk of
developing symptoms of coronary
heart disease than those in higher-level
jobs. (The researchers did not diagnose
the disease; they simply reported the
development of symptoms associated
with it.) The level of control a worker
enjoyed was determined through ques-
tionnaires that asked subjects about the
extent of their involvement in making
decisions, the way they got their work
done, and how they handled tasks that
tested their skills. The researchers
adjusted the data to factor out the
effects of diet, weight, and other
health-related variables.

The study also challenged conven-
tional wisdom about the key causes of
heart disease. In addition to finding
that lack of control increased workers'
risk of developing heart disease by
50%, the study concluded that "stan-
dard coronary risk factors" (smoking;
obesity, and so forth) made "smaller
contributions" to the increased fre-
quency of heart disease symptoms
than did lack of control at work.
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The British study seemed to confirm
the work of several American
researchers. This past summer,
Redford Williams, M.D. and col-
leagues at the Duke University
Medical Center published findings of
a somewhat similar study that focused
on women. The Duke study found that
women who feel overworked and
underchallenged in their jobs experi-
ence a significantly higher incidence
of depression, anxiety, and hostility
than women who report having a more
manageable workload and a greater
sense of control over their jobs.
Women in the former group, Williams
reports, "also showed reduced levels
of a positive trait, curiosity, .. and
reported less of a sense of belonging."

These studies dovetail with the work
of Dr. Ellen J. Langer, a Harvard
University psychology professor, and
Dr. Judith Rodin, now president of the
University of Pennsylvania, who found
that people in non-work settings also
benefited when they had the opportu-
nity to exercise some control over their
lives. Working with elderly residents in
nursing homes, Langer and Rodin
found that residents felt and functioned
better when they decided when they
wanted to watch movies, where they
met with visitors, and whether they
wanted to grow plants. Follow-up stud-
ies found that the more autonomous
residents remained more active and
lived longer than their more highly
governed counterparts.

"Well, of course," you might say.
"They're people." Indeed. And that's
something for managers to think about
when they trade high-control manage-
ment for boundary setting-and
something for those of us involved in
keeping down the cost of insurance
and medicine to ponder on, too. II!
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